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Objective To evaluate and compare the ability of serum hyaluronic acid (HA) and human cartilage glycoprotein-39
(YKL-40) values, aswell as transient elastography (TE) findings, to predict advanced hepatic fibrosis in a cohort from
a single pediatric center.
Study design Subjects who underwent liver biopsy analysis within 12 months before enrollment were eligible for
this prospective study. HA and YKL-40 measurements were obtained within 1 month of TE. A METAVIR score of F3
or F4 was considered to indicate advanced fibrosis.
Results A total of 128 patients (51% males) aged 1.4 months to 27.6 years (22% aged <2 years) were enrolled.
Thirty-one subjects had data on only HA and YKL-40 measurements, and 97 subjects had data on both blood tests
and TE. For the prediction of advanced fibrosis, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
values were 0.83 for TE, 0.72 for HA, and 0.52 for YKL-40. The AUC of 0.83 for TE was statistically significantly
greater than the AUCs for HA (P = .03) and YKL-40 (P < .0001). Optimal cutpoints for predicting F3-F4 fibrosis
were 8.6 kPa for TE (P < .0001), 43 ng/mL for HA (P < .0001), and 26.2 ng/mL for YKL-40 (P = .85). The combination
of TE and HA was not better than TE alone for predicting advanced fibrosis (P = .15).
Conclusion In this study, which evaluated TE, HA, and YKL-40 to predict liver fibrosis in children in the US,
YKL-40 had no predictive value and TE was superior to HA, but the addition of HA did not improve the performance
of TE. Our data suggest that TE and HA may be useful noninvasive tools for assessing liver fibrosis in children.
(J Pediatr 2013;163:1058-64).

P
rogressive liver fibrosis, a potential feature of chronic liver diseases, causes much of the morbidity and mortality
associated with these disorders. Currently, histopathologic examination of liver biopsy specimens is the reference
standard for determining the severity of fibrosis. However, obtaining percutaneous liver biopsy specimens is associated

with discomfort, expense, and possible complications. In addition, because a needle biopsy removes only a small sample of the
liver, there is a possibility of sampling error and underestimation of fibrosis or cirrhosis.1-3 In a study of 75 subjects each with 3
consecutive biopsies, cirrhosis was identified in all specimens in only 50% of cases.2 Similarly, Poynard et al4 reported that
cirrhosis was missed by percutaneous biopsy in 10%-30% of adult subjects.

Pediatric patients incur additional risk with liver biopsy because of the need for anesthesia or sedation. Some require post-
procedure overnight hospitalization. For these reasons, liver biopsy might not be appropriate for serial assessment. Reliable
noninvasive methods to diagnose and quantify liver fibrosis could supplant liver biopsy in early-stage liver disease and help
minimize the number of invasive procedures in those patients who may otherwise require serial liver biopsies.

Alternatives to liver biopsy have been investigated extensively in adults, but studies in children are limited. Serum markers,
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stiffness. Small studies in European children have shown
a correlation of TE with liver fibrosis.7-9

Additional correlates of fibrosis using calculations that in-
clude aspartate aminotransferase (AST), alanine aminotrans-
ferase (ALT), gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGTP), and
platelet count have also been proposed. The AST:platelet ra-
tio index (APRI), AST:ALT, and AST:GGTP have been
shown to be indirect correlates of hepatic fibrosis in numer-
ous studies in adults.10 These ratios have had only limited ap-
plication to the pediatric population, however, with
inconsistent results.

The aim of the present study was to evaluate and compare
the ability of HA, YKL-40, and TE to predict histologically as-
sessed advanced hepatic fibrosis in a cohort from a single pe-
diatric center. Even though there are many published reports
on the use of serum biomarkers to predict liver fibrosis in
children, most do not include the reference standard assess-
ment (ie, biopsy findings). There are also several reports of
TE in children with liver disease, but these are either lacking
in histological information on all subjects or are limited in
scope to a single liver disease diagnosis. Thus, this study is
novel in several respects. It is the only US study of TE in a co-
hort of both children and young adults from a single pediat-
ric center. In addition, it includes infants as young as age 1
month, with the vast majority of subjects aged <18 years. Fi-
nally, it includes histological and serum data on all subjects,
allowing evaluation and comparison of both direct and indi-
rect predictors of liver fibrosis severity.
Methods

This is a prospective cohort study of unselected children and
young adults who underwent liver biopsy at Boston Chil-
dren’s Hospital between October 1, 2006, and March 31,
2011. All subjects had to have undergone a liver biopsy within
12months before enrollment and been available to a study in-
vestigator for recruitment. Patients who had uninterpretable
or unavailable biopsy specimens, who lacked critical clinical
and/or biochemical data, or who were not candidates for
TE because of ascites, morbid obesity (body mass index >40
kg/m2), pregnancy, or an implantable cardiac device were ex-
cluded. In all, 397 patients underwent liver biopsy during this
time period, 128 of whomwere enrolled in this study. Most of
the patients not included were not enrolled because they were
not available to study investigators for study procedures.

Clinical and biochemical data were obtained within 6
months before or after the date of liver biopsy. The following
clinical information was collected: age, sex, self-reported eth-
nicity, weight, height, bodymass index, clinical diagnosis, co-
morbid conditions, and medication history. Biochemical
parameters recorded were AST, ALT, GGTP, International
Normalized Ratio, and platelet count.

This study was approved by the Boston Children’s Hospi-
tal Institutional Review Board. Written informed consent
was obtained from parents, guardians, and subjects 18 years
old and older. Subject assent was obtained when appropriate.
Liver Histology
All subjects underwent liver biopsy for clinical indications.
Specimens were evaluated by a single pathologist who was
blinded to clinical diagnosis, initial pathology assessment,
and serum fibrosis marker and TE results. A biopsy was con-
sidered adequate for evaluation if the specimen was$1.5 cm
long and contained a minimum of 6 portal tracts. The
METAVIR scoring system was used to stage liver fibrosis as
follows: F0, no fibrosis; F1, portal fibrosis without septa;
F2, portal fibrosis and few septa; F3, numerous septa without
cirrhosis; F4, cirrhosis.11 Scores of F3 or F4 were considered
to indicate advanced fibrosis.

Serum Fibrosis Markers
Serum HA and YKL-40 measurements were obtained up to 1
month before or after TE evaluation (88.6% obtained on the
same day). Serumwas prepared from 5 cc of blood and stored
at �80�C before analysis. The assays were performed at the
Liver Research Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Cen-
ter, with the laboratory staff blinded to the clinical diagnosis,
degree of fibrosis on liver biopsy, and TE results. HA levels
were measured using a kit from Corgenix (Broomfield, Col-
orado). YKL-40 was measured using aMetra YKL-40 electro-
immunoassay kit (Quidel, San Diego, California). HA and
YKL-40 levels were run in duplicate, and the mean value
was used in subsequent analyses.

Indirect Fibrosis Markers
The APRI was calculated as AST (/upper limit of normal)O
platelet count (109/L) � 100, with an AST value of 30 as the
upper limit of normal.12 AST/ALT and AST/GGTP were sim-
ple ratios.

Liver Stiffness Measurement
Liver stiffness was measured by TE (FibroScan; Echosens,
Paris, France) in subjects up to 1 year after liver biopsy;
75% of TE measurements were made within 6 months of bi-
opsy. One subject underwent TE 3 days before scheduled liver
biopsy, and 1 subject did so 42 days before biopsy. TE was
performed by trained study investigators who were certified
by the manufacturer and blinded to the liver biopsy results.
All female subjects aged >12 years had a negative urine preg-
nancy test before undergoing TE.
TE using the FibroScan is an ultrasound-based elastogra-

phy technique. A measurement is obtained by placing an ul-
trasonic transducer in a right intercostal space to transmit
a vibration of mild amplitude and low frequency. The vibra-
tion, which feels similar to a “flick” on the skin surface, in-
duces an elastic shear wave that propagates through the
right lobe of the liver. The velocity of propagation is directly
related to tissue stiffness; the harder the tissue (as in hepatic
fibrosis), the faster the shear wave propagates. The ultra-
sound probe is used to track the wave and measure the speed
of propagation. In each subject, 8-10 measurements (as rec-
ommended by the manufacturer) were obtained in rapid suc-
cession, typically over 5-10 minutes. Quantitative results
were reported in kilopascals.
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The adequacy of the measurement was assessed by the Fi-
broScan device. If the measurement was invalid, owing to ei-
ther patient characteristics or operator error, then a TE was
not given. Until the pediatric-sized “S” probe was available
in November 2009, subjects weighing <50 pounds (22.7 kg)
did not undergo liver stiffness measurement, and the others
were measured with the “M” probe, with a measurement
depth of 25-65 mm below the skin surface. This situation
led to the formation of 2 study groups (Figure 1; available
at www.jpeds.com).

Once the pediatric probe became available, liver stiffness
measurements were attempted in all subjects. In accordance
with the manufacturer’s recommendations, for subjects
with a thoracic perimeter measurement #75 cm (n = 30),
the S probe was used. If the thoracic perimeter was #45
cm, the S1 exam setting was used (measurement depth of
15-40 mm below the skin surface; n = 6). For subjects with
a thoracic perimeter of 45-75 cm, the S2 exam setting was
used (measurement depth of 20-50mm; n = 24). Finally, sub-
jects with a thoracic perimeter >75 cm were measured with
the M probe.

Statistical Analyses
The subjects with serum test data only (group 1) were com-
pared with the subjects with both serum test and TE data
(group 2). Categorical data are presented as number and per-
centage, with group comparisons made using the Fisher exact
test. Continuous data are presented as mean � SD for nor-
mally distributed data or median (IQR) if highly skewed,
with group comparisons made using the Student t test or
Wilcoxon rank-sum test, respectively.

Box-and-whisker plots were used to compare the distribu-
tion of each direct measure of fibrosis across the 5 METAVIR
stages. Because the measures of fibrosis were skewed and the
box-and-whisker plots were subsequently compressed, mak-
ing them harder to interpret, the data were transformed to be
approximately normally distributed using the method of
Blom.13 Linear regression was used to examine the relation-
ship between normalized direct fibrosis measurements and
METAVIR stage.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used
to evaluate the ability of each fibrosis marker to discriminate
METAVIR stage F3-F4 from stage F0-F2. Associated with
each ROC curve is an optimal cutpoint for discriminating
F3-F4 from F0-F2.

The Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic was used to test the dif-
ference of each area under the ROC curve (AUC) from the
diagonal (H0: AUC = 0.5, indicating predictive ability no bet-
ter than a coin flip). The AUC curves for the 3 direct mea-
sures of fibrosis (HA, YKL-40, and TE) were compared by
the method of Delong et al,14 which accounts for the
within-subject correlation of the fibrosis predictors. Because
the null hypothesis includes comparison of no more than 3
curves, adjustment for multiplicity was not necessary under
the principle of closed testing.15,16

All data analysis was performed and figures prepared
with SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Caro-
1060
lina). Unless indicated otherwise, all tests of significance
were 2-sided, with P < .05 considered to indicate statistical
signficance.

Results

A total of 128 subjects (51% female) aged 1.4 months to 27.6
years were enrolled, with 28 subjects (22%) aged <2 years and
111 (87%) aged <18 years. Demographic characteristics of
the study population and primary diagnostic indications
for liver biopsy are listed in Table I.
One-half of the subjects (n = 64) were enrolled before the

smaller pediatric TE probe became available in November
2009. Of this group, 36 subjects had both TE and serum
marker data, and 28 had only serum marker data. Of the lat-
ter 28 subjects, 3 had TE attempted, but it was unsuccessful
owing to technical factors. An additional 64 subjects were en-
rolled after the smaller probe became available. In this cohort,
61 had both serum marker and TE data, and 3 had only se-
rummarker data, with unsuccessful TE owing to technical is-
sues. This situation led to the formation of 2 groups, group 1
(n = 31), with only serummarker data, and group 2 (n = 97),
with both serum marker and TE data (Figure 1). As seen in
Table I, groups 1 and 2 were not statistically different in
any baseline characteristics other than age and diagnosed
liver disease. Age differences were expected because the
smaller TE probe was not available at enrollment of the
first 64 subjects. Likewise, the difference in liver diagnoses
reflected what is typically seen according to age in clinical
practice.
The distribution of METAVIR fibrosis scores is shown in

Table I. All METAVIR stages were well represented.
Approximately one-third of subjects had advanced fibrosis
(stage F3-F4), 23% in group 1 and 35% in group 2. There
were no differences between the 2 groups in the range and
distribution of HA and YKL-40 levels. For these reasons,
the groups were combined for subsequent analysis.

Primary Analysis
Figure 2, A-C (available at www.jpeds.com) shows the
distributions of HA, YKL-40, and TE scores by METAVIR
stage F0-F4 after the data were transformed to a standard
normal distribution. HA concentrations and TE scores
increased by an average of 0.35 and 0.39 SD, respectively,
for each additional increase in METAVIR stage (P < .0001
by linear regression), but this increase was not seen for
YKL-40 concentration (P = .80).
Figure 2, D shows the ROC curve for HA as a predictor of

advanced fibrosis. The median (IQR) HA value was 74.7 ng/
mL (28.0-168.8 ng/mL) in subjects with F3-F4 fibrosis and
17.7 ng/mL (0.0-41.9 ng/mL) in those with F0-F2 fibrosis
(P < .0001). The optimal cutpoint for discriminating
significant fibrosis was 43.0 ng/mL.
Figure 2, E displays the ROC curve for YKL-40 as

a predictor of advanced fibrosis. The median YKL-40 value
was 31.5 ng/mL (IQR, 19.4-72.0 ng/mL) in subjects with
F3-F4 fibrosis and 34.2 ng/mL (IQR, 12.3-64.4 ng/mL) in
Lee et al
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Table I. Comparison of serum-only and serum + TE groups

Characteristic Total (n = 128) Serum only (n = 31) Serum + TE (n = 97) P value

Age group, years, n (%) <.0001
0-2 28 (22) 15 (48) 13 (13)
3-6 17 (13) 8 (26) 9 (9)
7-11 24 (19) 1 (3) 23 (24)
12-17 42 (33) 4 (13) 38 (39)
18+ 17 (13) 3 (10) 14 (14)

Female sex, n (%) 65 (51) 13 (42) 52 (54) .30
Ethnicity (n = 4 missing), n (%) .61
White 95 (74) 25 (81) 70 (72)
Asian 6 (5) 2 (6) 4 (4)
Black 6 (5) 0 (0) 6 (6)
Hispanic 9 (7) 1 (3) 8 (8)
Other 12 (9) 3 (10) 9 (9)

Liver disease diagnosis, n (%) <.0001
Autoimmune 25 (20) 5 (16) 20 (21)
Viral 20 (16) 1 (3) 19 (20)
Cholestasis 19 (15) 6 (19) 13 (13)
Primary sclerosing cholangitis 12 (9) 0 (0) 12 (12)
Fatty liver 10 (8) 2 (6) 8 (8)
Post-transplantation 19 (15) 14 (45) 5 (5)
Metabolic, iron overload, total parenteral nutrition 12 (9) 3 (10) 9 (9)
Other* 11 (9) 0 (0) 11 (11)

BMI z-score at time of biopsy, mean � SD 0.31 � 1.41 (n = 118) 0.07 � 1.77 (n = 30) 0.39 � 1.26 (n = 88) .28
ALT, IU/L, median (IQR) 88 (54-176) 89 (60-117) 87 (46-197) .96
International Normalized Ratio, median (IQR) 1.04 (0.99-1.11) 1.04 (0.99-1.10) 1.04 (0.99-1.12) .90
Platelets, �109/L, median (IQR) 243 (183-305) 248 (149-303) 242 (191-308) .59
METAVIR stage, n (%)
N 128 31 97 .52
F0 14 (11) 3 (10) 11 (11)
F1 49 (38) 15 (48) 34 (35)
F2 24 (19) 6 (19) 18 (19)
F3 21 (16) 5 (16) 16 (16)
F4 20 (16) 2 (6) 18 (19)
F3 or F4 (vs F0, F1, and F2) 41 (32) 7 (23) 34 (35) .20

BMI, body mass index.
*Other diagnoses included (n in parentheses) tricuspid atresia (1), pulmonary atresia (1), portal vein thrombosis (2), hypoplastic left heart syndrome (1), trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole–related hyper-
sensitivity (1), cryptogenic cirrhosis (1), abnormal liver enzymes not otherwise specified (2), restrictive cardiomyopathy (1), and eosinophilic cholangiopathy (1).
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those with F0-F2 fibrosis. There was no statistical difference
between the 2 groups (P = .85). In addition, there was no
cutpoint value that reliably differentiated those with
advanced fibrosis.

Figure 2, F shows the ROC curve for TE as a predictor of
advanced fibrosis. The median TE score in subjects with F3-
F4 fibrosis was 14.6 kPa (IQR, 8.9-22.6 kPa) versus 6.1 kPa
(IQR, 4.9-7.6 kPa) in those with F0-F2 fibrosis (P < .0001).
The optimal cutpoint for the discrimination of significant
fibrosis was 8.6 kPa.

The AUC for TE of 0.83 was statistically significantly
greater than that for HA (0.72; P = .03) and for YKL-40
(0.52; P < .0001) (Figure 3). The combination of TE and
HA was subsequently compared with the use of either test
alone for prediction of advanced fibrosis. The AUC of TE
and HA combined was 0.8 (Figure 4). Although HA was
correlated with fibrosis stage, the combination of HA and
TE was not statistically significantly better than TE alone at
predicting advanced fibrosis (P = .15).

The ROC values for the direct measures, including sensi-
tivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative
predictive value (NPV), and accuracy, are presented in
Table II. These results were consistent when stratified by
subject weight and also when the children without TE data
Serum Biomarkers and Transient Elastography as Predictors of Ad
The Boston Children’s Hospital Experience
(group 1) were included in the analysis (data not shown),
and favored TE for the prediction of advanced fibrosis.

Secondary Analyses
Comparisons of putative indirect measures of hepatic fibro-
sis, including APRI, AST/ALT and AST/GGTP, with META-
VIR stages F0-F2 vs F3 or F4 were analyzed (Table III;
available at www.jpeds.com). The median (IQR) of APRI
and AST/ALT were statistically greater in the advanced
fibrosis group than the F0-F2 group (P = .004 and .001,
respectively), but AST/GGTP was not different according
to severity of fibrosis (P = .35).
For those subjects with available data, HA and TE findings

are compared with indirect measures in Table II. TE
performed better than any of the indirect measures in
terms of specificity, PPV, NPV, and overall accuracy of
correlation with advanced fibrosis.

Safety and Technical Considerations
No adverse events were associated with either the determina-
tion of serum biomarkers or TE measurements. TE was at-
tempted in 103 subjects and was unsuccessful in 6 subjects
owing to an inability to find an appropriate intercostal win-
dow (n = 5) or poor patient cooperation (n = 1). Of the 30
vanced Liver Fibrosis in a United States Cohort: 1061
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Figure 3. AUC curves for HA (ng/mL), YKL-40 (ng/mL), and
TE (kPa) among the 88 group 2 subjects who had all 3 direct
measurements.
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subjects studied with the S probe, TE was unsuccessful in 1
subject owing to a poor intercostal window and in 1 subject
because of poor cooperation.

Discussion

Chronic liver disease in children necessitates repeated medi-
cal visits and testing to assess the progression of liver fibrosis.
Liver biopsy is the standard method of assessing the severity
of hepatic fibrosis, but it is invasive, uncomfortable, and as-
sociated with greater risk in children. Thus, accurate nonin-
vasive tests for the prediction of advanced fibrosis would be
of particular value to this population.

In this study, we evaluated and compared the ability of
TE, HA, and YKL-40 to predict the degree of histologically
assessed liver fibrosis in a cohort of children and young
adults with liver disease. All stages of fibrosis were well rep-
resented in the study population, which comprised all pedi-
atric age groups, including young infants and children aged
<2 years. Serum HA and TE were found to have significant
concordance with METAVIR fibrosis stage F3-F4, whereas
serum YKL-40 was not correlated with the degree of hepatic
fibrosis.

Studies in adults have identified HA as one of the best se-
rum predictors of liver fibrosis. A high molecular weight gly-
cosaminoglycan that is distributed widely in the connective
and epithelial tissues, HA is a main component of the extra-
1062
cellular matrix. In the liver, it is synthesized by stellate cells
and is involved in fibrogenesis. Elevated serum HA levels
are thought to be related either to impaired uptake and deg-
radation by damaged endothelial cells or to enhanced pro-
duction/release of HA as liver damage progresses.17

In this study, HA was a good predictor of advanced fibro-
sis, with an AUC value of 0.75 and a cutoff value of 43 ng/mL.
Hartley et al18 reported HA as a marker of advanced liver fi-
brosis in 93 children undergoing liver biopsy in the UK. In
that study, which used the Ishak scoring system (maximum
score of 6), significant fibrosis (score >3) was identified in
25% of biopsy specimens. The AUC value was 0.69, with
a cutoff value of 50 ng/mL.
HA was also studied in 100 Italian children with biopsy-

proven nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD).19 Liver fi-
brosis was evaluated using the Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis
Clinical Research Network criteria, a 5-level scale. Reported
HA levels ranged from 74 to 3000 ng/mL, with higher HA
values associated with a greater degree of liver fibrosis. Using
the $1200-ng/mL cutpoint, the AUC value was 0.95. That
study is not directly comparable with the present study, how-
ever, because it included no children aged <5 years, all sub-
jects had NAFLD, and advanced fibrosis was uncommon.
YKL-40 is a glycoprotein with an undefined biologic func-

tion, although it is a known growth factor in fibroblasts,
chondrocytes, and synovial cells. YKL-40 is released from
the hepatic stellate cells during fibrogenesis.20 Lebensztejn
et al21 studied YKL-40 serum concentrations in 63 Polish
children aged 4-17 years with biopsy-verified chronic hepati-
tis B and 16 control children. Hepatic fibrosis was quantified
using the Ishak scale, with advanced liver fibrosis defined as
a score >2. YKL-40 levels were significantly higher in subjects
with chronic hepatitis B compared with controls, but the
AUC value was 0.387 � 0.072, showing no correlation with
severity of liver fibrosis. Although our study population in-
cluded a wider age range of subjects with a variety of liver
conditions, our findings were similar, confirming that
YKL-40 is not a useful serum marker.
The ultrasound-based TE technique can quickly provide

objective and reproducible measures of liver stiffness. A
TE study in healthy German children reported a median
liver stiffness of 4.7 kPa and an upper limit of normal of
6.47 kPa.22 The present study was specifically designed to
evaluate TE in US children who underwent liver biopsy
and to correlate the results with a validated histological scor-
ing system. Children as young as age 1.4 months were in-
cluded, and both the small and medium probes were used.
The cutpoint of 8.6 kPa provided a meaningful PPV, NPV,
sensitivity, and specificity for detection of advanced fibrosis,
with an AUC of 0.83.
Several smaller studies from Europe and Asia studied TE in

children with liver disease but did not include histological
data.23,24 De Ledinghen et al7 studied the feasibility of TE
and compared it with Fibrotest (Biopredictive, Paris, France)
and APRI in 116 French children aged 2-20 years with various
liver diseases. The mean TE value was 9.9 � 0.6 kPa.
However, only 33 (28%) of the subjects underwent liver
Lee et al
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Figure 4. AUC curves for HA, TE, and HA and TE combined
among 88 group 2 subjects who had both direct measure-
ments.
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biopsy. Of these, 18 subjects (54%) had F3-F4 METAVIR
scores and no subjects had F0 fibrosis. This is in contrast to
the our present cohort, which had a wide distribution of fi-
brosis scores. Nobili et al8 studied the accuracy and repro-
ducibility of TE in 52 Italian children (aged 4-17 years)
with biopsy-proven nonalcoholic steatohepatitis. The best
TE cutoff value for advanced fibrosis (Brunt system $3)
was 10.2 kPa, with an AUC value of 1. Again, that study is
not comparable with the present study, given its smaller co-
hort size, relative infrequency of advanced fibrosis (n = 10),
homogeneous diagnosis of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis,
and lack of young children in the study sample.

Fitzpatrick et al9 studied TE in 101 UK children (aged 6-18
years) who underwent liver biopsy for various liver diseases.
METAVIR scoring was used to stage fibrosis; 40% of subjects
Table II. ROC values for predictors of advanced liver fibrosi

Fibrosis predictor n
METAVIR

F3-F4, n (%) Cutpoint Sensitivity

Direct measures
HA, ng/mL 120 38 (32) >43.0 0.66
YKL-40, ng/mL 119 38 (32) >26.2 0.68
TE, kPa; group 2 97 34 (35) >8.6 0.79

Indirect measures
APRI 113 38 (34) >1.45 0.61
AST/ALT 117 39 (33) >0.84 0.69
AST/GGTP 93 32 (34) >0.49 0.75

Data are from the total study population unless indicated otherwise.

Serum Biomarkers and Transient Elastography as Predictors of Ad
The Boston Children’s Hospital Experience
had F3-F4 fibrosis. The AUC value for F3-F4 fibrosis was 0.79,
and the cutpoint for predicting F3-F4 fibrosis was 7.5 kPa. Al-
though that study included histological data for all subjects,
the absence of young children and infants make comparison
difficult. Nonetheless, the TE cutoff value that best predicted
F3-F4 was similar to that found in the present study.
Several pediatric studies have identified APRI as a good

predictor of liver fibrosis. In children with biliary atresia,
APRI had an AUC value of 0.92 for predicting METAVIR
F3 or above (P = .008).25 The AST/ALT ratio was also tested;
no value was able to discriminate METAVIR F3-F4 from F0-
F2. In subjects with chronic viral hepatitis aged 0-20 years,
APRI had an AUC value of 0.71 for predicting METAVIR
F3-F4.26

Yang et al27 studied several noninvasive parameters in 77
Korean children with histologically confirmed NAFLD
(aged 8-18 years) including the AST/ALT ratio. There was
no difference in scores between mild and significant fibrosis
(P = .808). Unlike the current study, young children and sub-
jects with stage 4 fibrosis were not included.
The present study has some limitations. Unlike in previous

reports, our study cohort included a heterogeneous group of
liver diseases. Thus, although this array of diseases is repre-
sentative of those seen in clinical practice, our results might
not apply to individual diagnoses studied. On the other
hand, TE has been applied to homogeneous populations,
such as pediatric patients with NAFLD, with very similar
findings. Acute inflammation has been associated with in-
creased liver stiffness in the absence of significant fibrosis.28

Eleven of our subjects (8.6%) had active inflammatory dis-
ease (ALT >600), but once again, the overall results are con-
sistent with those reported in more uniform cohorts.
Another study limitation is potential selection bias. Most

subjects who underwent liver biopsy but were not enrolled
were not included simply because they were not available
to be recruited, and did not represent an individual disorder
or group of disorders, an age group, or other variable that
distinguished them from the study cohort.
Our large cohort of children and young adults with a typ-

ical spectrum of liver disease demonstrated variable perfor-
mance of noninvasive tests of liver fibrosis. Serum HA was
able to predict advanced fibrosis with a reasonable degree
of sensitivity and specificity, whereas serum YKL-40 did
not reliably predict METAVIR F3-F4 fibrosis. TE was
s (METAVIR F3-F4)

Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy AUC (95% CI)

0.77 0.57 0.83 0.73 0.75 (0.65-0.84)
0.43 0.36 0.74 0.51 0.51 (0.40-0.63)
0.83 0.71 0.88 0.81 0.85 (0.76-0.93)

0.69 0.50 0.78 0.66 0.67 (0.56-0.78)
0.62 0.47 0.80 0.64 0.69 (0.59-0.79)
0.30 0.36 0.69 0.45 0.44 (0.31-0.57)
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superior to both serum markers, and the addition of HA did
not significantly improve the performance of TE for predict-
ing F3-F4 fibrosis. TE was safe, well-tolerated, and performed
successfully in the large majority of subjects, including in-
fants, using the M and S probes, as appropriate. Simple mea-
sures, such as APRI, may be useful and perhaps could be
incorporated in an algorithm using multiple noninvasive
tests to more precisely define the need for primary and serial
liver biopsies in children and adolescents with chronic liver
disease. n
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Figure 1. Study enrollment flow chart.

Figure 2. A-C,Box-and-whisker plots byMETAVIR stage for HA (total study population), YKL-40 (total study population), and TE
(group 2: serum tests + TE) after the data were transformed to approximate a standard normal distribution. The y-axis represents
SD units, which can be interpreted similar to a z-score. A reference line has been added to reflect the cutpoints (in normalized
values) of HA, YKL-40, and TE, to facilitate comparisons across fibrosis stages. HA was unavailable for 8 subjects, and YKL-40
was unavailable for 9 subjects.D-F,ROC curves for HA (total study population), YKL-40 (total study population), and TE (group 2:
serum tests + TE) respectively, as predictors of stage F3-F4 fibrosis. Also shown are themedian (IQR) values for F0-F2 and F3-F4.
P values are from a Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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Table III. Comparison of indirect measures for
predicting advanced fibrosis by METAVIR staging

Indirect fibrosis
predictor n

METAVIR
stage F0-F2

METAVIR
stage F3-F4

P
value

APRI 113 0.9 (0.5-1.6) (n = 75) 1.6 (0.8-6.6) (n = 38) .004
AST/ALT 117 0.8 (0.6-1.1) (n = 78) 1.0 (0.8-1.5) (n = 39) .001
AST/GGTP 93 1.7 (0.5-2.5) (n = 61) 0.8 (0.5-2.0) (n = 32) .35

Data are median (IQR). P values are from the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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